[The spectrum characterization of non-stoichiometry potassium lithium niobate crystals].
A batch of potassium lithium niobate (KLN) crystals with different compositions were grown by using TSSG technique. Samples with three different compositions were well polished. By using near infrared cw:Ti-sapphire laser, their Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) properties were investigated. The results showed that the SHG effect is related to the composition of the samples, and their frequency-doubling efficiency enhanced with the raise of Li ions content in the crystal. By using infrared Raman technique, the properties of nonlinear lattice vibration of thee samples were investigated, and the character of Raman spectrum were analyzed, as well the effect of composition on the SHG properties were discussed. The analysis results showed the striking effects of Li content for these Raman peaks. For KLN sample with small Li content, the three character peaks belonged to [NbO6]7- octahedron show simple peak. With the raise of Li content in crystal, the peaks belonged to v2 mode were partly split, and the peak belongs to v5 mode was broadened. When the Li content approach to the chemical composition KLN crystal, and the structure of [NbO6]7- octahedron is almost to be disorganized, the peaks belonged to v5 mode were split, and the peaks belonged to v1 mode and v2 mode were partly split also, with more distinct weak peaks in the wavelength range of 100-400 cm(-1). These effects were caused by the raise of Li content, which leads to the severer aberrance of [NbO6]7- octahedron in KLN crystal, and disturbing the lattice vibration of the octahedron. This phenomenon is agreed with the nonlinear properties of potassium lithium niobate crystal.